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Abstract 
Let GA, be the group of all polynomial transformations of affine space A” (affine Cremona 
group) over field K of zero characteristic. For a given decomposition A” = An1 $ . . fDA”q we 
define the block-unitriangular polynomial translations of A”, as transformations of the kind 
xiHXi+ai(xl,..., xi-l), where xi=(xi,i)EA”‘, j=1,2 . . . . n;, i=1,2 ,..., q and a, are vector- 
polynomials. Such transformations form the subgroup U, of GA, which can be considered as 
iterated algebraic wreath product of groups of ordinary translations of affine spaces A”‘. The 
normalizer B,, = NGA,( U,,) may be decomposed into semidirect product: B, = (GL,, (K) x x 
G&(K)). Cl,. There are two opposite examples of groups B,: AGL,(K) - affine group, q = I, 
n = nl ; - Jonq’ear group - the group of all triangular transformations, q = n, n, = 1. The groups 
U.,B. have a structure of algebraic groups of infinite dimension. Main purpose of the article is 
to describe algebraic automorphisms of groups U,,,B,,. The principal results are (1) the endo- 
morphisms of a polynomial ring in several variables as an infinite-dimension translation module 
form the ring which is isomorphic to a formal exponential power series ring; (2) the structure of 
Aut U. is ascertained, action of automorphisms is written in the explicit form; (3) every regular 
automorphism of B, is an interior one. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
Let A” be an affine space over field K zero characteristic. Denote by 
of automorphisms of A” as algebraic variety. Sometimes (see [l]), GA, 
Cremona group. Elements of GA, are transformations of the kind 
GA,, the group 
is called affine 
(1.1) 
i= 1,2,..., n, where fi are polynomials over K, moreover, inverse transformation is 
determined by collection of polynomials also. Those elements, for which deg fi < 1 Vi 
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form the general affine subgroup AGL,(K). The subgroup U,, of unitriangular polyno- 
mial translations consist of elements of the kind 
(1.2) 
where hi is the arbitrary collection of polynomials. Subgroup of triangular polynomial 
translation of A” coincides with normalizer No,& (U,) and consists of transformations 
of the kind 
XiHOliXi++i(X,,X2,...,Xj-_l), (1.3) 
Cli # 0. This group is called Jonq’ear group and will be denoted as B,. There is a 
semidirect factorization B, = T,, . U,,, where T, Z K* x . . . x K* is a standard torus. To 
generalize the situation, we consider the decomposition 
A”=‘@‘$...$/@ 
(n=(n,,... ,r$), n= InI =n1 +...+n,). 
Everywhere below, bold capitals will be used for notation of vector quantatives. One 
can choose coordinates xi = (x~,~) (j = 1,2,. . . , ni) for each space A”l. Of course, collec- 
tions (xi) = (xi,j) form affine coordinates of A”. In these coordinates, block-unitriangular 
polynomial translations have the form, similar to (1.2), 
XjHXi+hi(xl,X2,...,Xj_l) (1.4) 
or 
Xi,j H &,j + &(x1 9 X2,. . .9 Xi- I )Y 
where hi = (hi, 1, hi,2,. . . , hi,,l ), i = 1,2,. . . , q- 1 are the collection of vector-polynomials. 
The group of all block-unitriangular polynomial translations will be denoted by U,,. 
One may consider U, as iterated algebraic (polynomial) wreath product of groups of 
ordinary translation of A”’ Naturally, U,, can be considered as subgroup of Cartesian 
iterated wreath product of usual translation groups. The results [3] about automorphisms 
of wreath products of permutation groups will be used. The normalizer B, = NC,& (U,,) 
may be decomposed into semidirect product 
T,, g GL,, (K) x . . . x G&(K). The transformations from B, have next coordinates form, 
similar to (1.3), 
Xj HSiXi + Ai(Xl,X2, *. . yXj-1), (1.5) 
where &EGL,(K). Jonq’ear’s group Bn(q=Inl,ni = 1) and affine groupAGL,(K)(q= 1, 
n = ni ) are two opposite examples of groups B,. 
Clearly, groups U,,,B, are examples of infinite-dimensional algebraic groups in 
sense [2]. 
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The aim of this paper is to describe regular (algebraic) automorphisms of groups U,, 
and B,, which are morphisms of algebraic varieties. More precisely, the coefficients of 
polynomials in representations (1.1 )-( 1.5) which form affine coordinates of group’s 
elements, for each image of automorphism are polynomial functions from coefficients 
of its preimage. For finite field K, the structure of Aut U, may be deduced from 
[4, 51. 
Let us consider the direct sum Z? = K $ K @ K $ . . . (finite or countable) as a natural 
vector space over K and denote by ErzdKI? the ring of its endomorphisms. Notations 
1 i ( 1 ,,j) mean the one-dimensional (two-dimensional) array, where i-elements (i, j-ele- 
ment) are equal to 1 E K and equal to 0 in the others. 
Lemma 1.1. The ring of all regular endomorphisms of additive group k+ coincides 
with EndKK. 
Proof. Let li E K and /? be some endomorphism of additive group K+. Then, for each 
a E K we get (a. 1,)’ = (h*(a), hz(a), h3(a), . . .), w h ere hj = h,(a) are such functions 
from a, that hi(Z) = lhi( 1) for any integer I E K. 
Suppose /I is a K-endomorphism, then (a. l,)p = a. (li)fl and we get 
hj(a)=a.hj(l), (1.6) 
Vj(j = 1,2,. . , ), Vu E K. Thus, hj(a) is a linear polynomial from a. Since elements 
a.li, aEK, i=1,2 ,... generate group K+, then we can deduce that /I is a regular 
automorphism. 
Conversely, if b is a regular automorphism, then hi(a) are polynomials and (1.6) 
holds for integer values of a. Since K has zero characteristic, then formula (1.6) holds 
for all a. Thus /3 is a K-endomorphism. 0 
Let us consider polynomial algebra K[z] = K[zl , . . . ,z,.] as an infinite-dimensional 
vector space over K. Then, one can introduce the structure of K&module on it. Here, 
A, is the group of translations of affine space A’, which acts on K[z] : f (z)+-+f(z+u), 
a CA,, f E K[z]. Such modules we call translation modules. Let us denote by A,. 
the ring of endomorphisms of translation modules and by Ke.x&t]] the ring of for- 
mal exponential power series. The elements of this ring are infinite formal sums 
&&..,k _ ak, , ._., k  @f z; . . .z:/k,!k2!. . . h!), where ak,,...,kr E K. 
Let us denote by K+w the additive group of infinite sequences of elements from K. 
1.1. Principal results 
Theorem 2.3. There is a ring isomorphism 
4 ” &x,Afll. 
The structure of multiplicative group ,4,* is described in the following: 
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Lemma 2.7. There are isomorphism on semidirect product 
A,* gK* . Kf”3. 
Clearly, A, is a local ring with a residual field K. Let us denote its maximal ideal 
by A’. 
Theorem 3.10. Aut U,g(GL,,(K) x . . . x G&(K))-(E +Mnq(A~,_,)).K+- .I, where 
I is subgroup of interior automorphisms, kf,,,(Ajjq_,) is the total matrix ring, E the 
matrix unit, 
GLq(A,_, )” G&(K)(E +M,,(&, )). 
For a group of usual unitriangular polynomial translations we have 
Corollary 3.12. There is the semidirect factorization 
AutU,,“T,.p.K+OO.I, 
where T,,=K* x... x K* is a standard torus. 
The action of automorphisms will be presented in explicit form. 
Theorem 4.3. Every regular automorphism of B, is an interior one. 
2. On endomorphisms of translation-modules of polynomials 
Polynomial algebra K [z] = K [zl, z2 , . . . ,zr] of r variables over K has a natural struc- 
ture of infinite-dimension vector space, which endomorphisms will be called K-endo- 
morphisms. 
Translations of polynomials have such a form as 
f(z)++f(z+a), (2.1) 
where a=(q,az,..., a,), ai E K. Translation group will be denoted as A,, A, ” Kt CD. . 
$ K+. One can introduce on K[z] the structure of module over group algebra KA,. Such 
modules we call translation modules, which are mentioned in the title. Endomorphisms 
of translation modules will be called Kf-endomorphisms. 
The aim of this section is to describe the structure of ring A, = EndKA, K[z] of 
all K+-endomorphisms. Next notations will be convenient: m = (ml, m2,. . . , m,), is 
a vector with integer nonnegative coordinates, z = (zt , ~2,. . , z,) is a vector-variable, 
zrn=z;t’ . ..z.“r, is a monomial and lrnl=rnl+... + m, its degree. Define the general- 
ization of binomial coefficient as (7) = l-I;=, (‘$ , the product of binomial coeffi- 
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where summing is carried out over collections s = (sr, ~2,. . ,s,.) for which 0 < si 5 mi, 
i=1,2,..., r. If factorial from a vector means product of coordinate factorials, then the 




s s!(m - s)! ’ 
Every K-endomorphism K[z]+ is determined by action on monomials. Let I be some 
endomorphism and 
(ZV = cp,(z) (2.3) 
a infinite sequence of polynomials, which determines endomorphism 1 uniquely. 
Lemma 2.1. There is an one-to-one correspondence A, H Km. 
Proof. Let I E A, and (2.3) holds. By the action of J on formula (2.2) 
into account that d is permutable with translation, one can get the identity 
and taking 
(2.4) 
Vu=(al,..., a,), ai E K. Clearly, (2.4) is a necessary and sufficient condition that K- 
endomorphism 1, defined by (2.3), is K+-endomorphism. To obtain an explicit formula 
for polynomials cp one has to put ~=a, z=O in (2.4): 
Let us consider next infinite sequence from Km : lb,,, = q,,,(O). This sequence uniquely 
determines the sequence of polynomials (P,,,: 
(2.5) 
and endomorphism 2. Conversely, one can directly verify that for any sequence {A,,,}, 
the sequence of polynomials, which are defined by (2.5), satisfies the identity (2.4). 
Therefore, it determines Kf-endomorphism, and we have the one-to-one correspondence 
n-(2,). 0 
Remark 2.2. As follows from (2.5) deg,&,,(z) 5 mi Vi. For instance, if h = h(z) de- 
pends on some collection of variables, then h’ depends on the same collection of 
variables. 
Let K.&[t]] be the ring of formal exponential power series over K (t = (ti,. . , t,)). 
Elements of this ring have such form as 
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where s = (st , . . . , s,.), and 1, are coefficients. Addition and multiplication of series are 
defined in the standard manner. This is a local ring, with residual field K, where series, 
which have 20 = 0, form the maximal ideal ,4O. 
Theorem 2.3. There is a ring isomorphism 
Proof. Let A c) (&}, p tf (pk}. Clearly, I + h H (&.} + &}. We must consider com- 
position of endomorphisms I o p : 
(zrn)lO@= (5 (y) z--q = 2 (f) A,yj (“7’) f-‘-S/is 
I=0 I=0 
Since 
where * is convolution of sequences with binomial kernel: 
On the other hand, coefficients of formal exponential series product are calculated 
the same formula. Thus, one-to-one correspondence determines the isomorphism 
rings 2 t+ C,“=, &P/s!. 0 
by 
of 
Furthermore, we will identify elements of ring II, with sequences (2,). There is 
a descended chain of ideals of this ring: 
/lo 3 (n0)2 3 (/IO)3 3 . . . ) 
where (no)& consist of those sequences for which 1, = O’dm: [ml 5 k. Moreover, for 
each infinite sequence elements 1 @) E (no)“, the infinite product n,“=, lck) is an ele- 
ment of no. Elements from /1,\/1O form the group of units of A,. Let W be the free 
K[z]-module of n-dimension. This is the obvious definition of K+ endomorphisms of 
W. Clearly, the ring of all Kf-endomorphisms coincides with the ring M,(4) of all 
matrices. We have similar chain of ideals in this ring: 
M,(P) 3 (Mn((n0>2) 3 (M,((/1°)3) 3 . . . . 
Since Mn((no)k) 2 (J&(&))~, each infinite power series C,“=, olkAk converge in 
Mn(/io> tlA Ekf,(/i’), and all values of mk E K. Specifically, for each matrix over no, 
the matrix exponent is defined. 
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Lemma 2.4. There is Jordan semidirect decomposition 
G.L(4> = GLW)(E +MU”)), 
where E is a matrix unit. 
Proof. Clearly GL,(K) with natural action on W can be considered as subgroup of 
GL,(/I,). For each element E + A, A l A4,(,4’), element E + C,“=, (-l)kAk is defined, 
belongs to E +&(A’) and comes as inverse to E +A. Let B be an arbitrary el- 
ement from GL,(/1,). As follows Ii-om (2.3) and (2.5), B induces the automorphism 
C E GZ,(K) on vector constants. As was mentioned, it can be extended to automorphism 
C of W, therefore, (C)-‘B acts identically on vector constants. The correspondent ma- 
trix has diagonal elements, for which 10 = 1 and J,o = 0 for others matrix elements. 
Therefore, this matrix can be represented as E + L, where all matrix elements of L 
belong to no. 0 
Corollary 2.5. Jordan decomposition can be proceeded. Every element from E + A E 
E +M,,(A’) can be represented as E + A = a. (E +A’), where left top corner matrix 
element of A’ belongs to (Ao)2 and a E A,. is translation (2.1) of vector polynomials. 
Specijically, for n = 1, we have 
Proof. If CEE+M,(A’) and Zi=(Zi,O,...r 0), then the first coordinate of vector Cz; 
is equal to zi + Ai<. Let a be a translation (2.1) on vector (AI,, AI,, . . . ,llr). Clearly, the 
left top comer element of matrix C’=a-‘C has a form 1 +p, p E (A”)2(pi, = OVi). 
Thus, we have the decomposition C = a. C’. 0 
Corollary 2.6. If IF-automorphism of W acts trivially on vector constants, then its 
action on vector w E W has the form 
W+-+W$Wl, 
where deg, w1 <deg, w, Vi. (Degree of vector means maximum degrees of their co- 
ordinates. ) 
Proof. In reality, matrix representation of such automorphism has the form E + A, A E 
Ml(AO)~ i.e. LO =0 for its matrix elements. Now, the corollary follows from 
Remark 2.2. 0 
Lemma 2.7. There is an isomorphism on semidirect product 
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Proof. If 1 E A, is an identical endomorphism, then for arbitrary element p E no one 
can consider the power series 
O” Pk 




which are determined for all p E A,-,. Thus, exp and Ln define isomorphism between 
multiplicative group E + A0 and additive group of ring no. Clearly, ,4: E K+co. 0 
Lety=(yl,... , yp) be a collection of variables. One can consider an additive group 
of polynomials K[y, z]+. 
K+-endomorphism of K[y, z]+ is called K[y]+-endomorphism if it is permutable with 
all endomorphisms of the kind yi H J+, zj H zj + ai( where ai is a collection of 
polynomials, j = 1,2,. . . , r. 
Lemma 2.8. Each K+-endomorphism of K[z]+ has a unique extension to K[y]+-endo- 
morphism of K[y,z]. 
Proof. Let i be an arbitrary K[y]+-endomorphism of K[y, z] and (y ‘P)l = (PI,,, 
(y,z). Let a=(al,... ,a,.) be a vector constant, T=(t;,j) i=1,2 ,..., p, j= 1,2 ,..., Y 
a rectangle matrix of nonnegative integers. Record ayT means vector monomial of the 
kind 
0 I t2, I(a1.h’ Y, . ..Y. 
fl2 122 “.‘,a2y; y2’ . ..y. 44 2 , . . . ,aryF,ry:r.. . ~2~). 
As it is easy to see, after substitution of i-coordinate this vector for zi in monomial 
Zs=z;‘z~ . ..z. i= 1,2,..., r monomial aSyTS, has been obtained, where Ts is the prod- 
uct matrix on vector. Since, a is a K[y]+-endomorphism then 
(z”)““yT = ((z + ayT)m)R. (2.6) 
For the left-hand side of the equality we have (PO,~(Z + ayT). Since formula (2.4) holds 
for any values of a, we get the equality 
q0,dz + ayT) = 2 ( y ) aSyTsqO,m-s(z), 
s=O 
(2.7) 
for all values of a,y. This is a polynomial equality, because K is field of zero charac- 
teristic. The right-hand side of equality (2.6) is transformed as 
m 3 > s aSyTSZIH aS~Ts,m-s(Y, z). s=O 
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After comparing the coefficients of monomials us in (2.7) we get 
(PTs,m-s =yTS@I,m-s 
Since vectors s,m and matrix T are arbitrary, we next get the formula 
(Pl,m ‘Y’(P0.m 
VZ, m. It means that i is K[y]-module endomorphism K[y, z]+, which is defined 
uniquely by action on K[z]. 
One the other hand, each K+ endomorphism of K[z]+ has unique extension to K[y]- 
module endomorphism K[y,z]. Clearly (2.6) and (2.7) hold. Therefore, it is K[y]+ 
endomorphism also. 0 
3. Automorphisms of U,, 
As follows from (1.4) each element of U, is determined by a collection of vector 
polynomials: 
(hl,h2(~l),h3(Xl,X2)),...,~~(~1,...,~~-1))), (3.1) 
where hi=(hi,l,hi.2,...,hi,n,), hi,j=hi,j(xl,...,xi-I) and Xk=(Xk,i,Xk,2,...,.Xk,nk) 
are collections of variables, k = 1,2,. . . , q - 1, i = 1,2,. . . , nk. Sometimes, we will call 
Itj, hi.j as i, (i,j)-coordinate of element (3.1), correspondingly. For n = (nl, ~2,. . . , n,) 
let us define n-=(nr,..., +I). The group U,, will be considered as algebraic wreath 
product of group U,- , which acts on A”’ @A”* @ . . . @P-l (active factor) with tran- 
slations group of affine space A+ (noted as Anq). The base of wreath product Fq, 
F,g K[x I,..., x,~_,]+G++BK[x ,,...r x,~_,]+ consists of vector polynomials f = 
“4 
(fr,...?fn,), fi=fitxl,...,xi-l>. 
The semidirect decomposition U, = U,- Fq leads to the next useful form of repre- 
sentation of elements U,: 
bf, (3.2) 
b E U,- have zero last coordinate in representation (3.1), and all coordinates off E Fq, 
excluding last, are zero. Sometimes, we will use the decomposition (U,-- )F&lFq and 
representation for elements 
(bx,f )7 (3.3) 
where b E U,.-- , g E Fq_ 1 . f E Fq the representation of elements in the form of (3.1) 
corresponds to the decomposition 
U,, =A,,F2F3 . ..Fq. (3.4) 
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There are the family of natural endomorphisms rr,U,, H U(nr , . . . , a,), Ker 7c,. = F,+I, . . . , 
F4, r= 1,2 ,..., q - 1. The endomorphism 7c = 7cq_ 1: U, H U,- will be used most often. 
Let A, be a subgroup of all translations of affine space A” which are represented by 
vector constants in the form of (3.1). Next, decompositions will be used: A,, = A,, $ A,, 
$... cBA,,~ =A, @An4 =A,-- @A,+, $An4, where A, is a group of translations of 
affine space A”!. 
Let us define the partial order on elements of F4 in such a way that 
1. for each given i all monomials Axf are ordered by their degrees 111; 
2. monomials Ax” x1’ . x”-’ (A E K). are ordered by inverse lexicographical order on 
vectors of deieei (~&‘l~~l,. . . , I&_1 I); 
3. polynomials hr,h2 are in relation hl <h2 iff for some pair of maximal monomials 
it holds; 
4. fi <fz, for elements F4 if some coordinate of fz is greater then any coordinate 
off1; 
If neither fi <fi nor f2 <fi, we will write fi N f2. Record fi << fz means, that fi < fz 
and deg,, j f, < deg,,, fi Vi, j. Here and everywhere below the degree of vector polyno- 
mial is a maximum of degrees of its coordinates. 
For arbitrary monomial m, put 
Qm={f =(h,..., h,)EFq Ih;<m Vi}. 
One can easily verify the following: 
1. Qx,., = A, Vj; 
2. Qm is normal subgroup of U,; 
3. Qm, c Qm, @ml cm; 
4. Qm, = Qm, @ml N m2; 
5. If monomial m contains variable ~1,~ and ml =rn/x~,~, then Q,,, is hypercenter U,, 
modulo Q,,,,, i.e. 
Qm = {w E un I [w, WI E QmlVwl E Un}. 
In the opposite case we have Q,,, = U,,,, <m Qm,. 
Therefore, any dense chain of monomials: const -C xik -c. . . <ml < m -c. . . defines in- 
finite analog of upper central series: 
(e)cA,*c.. . c Qm c Qmt c . . ., 
where mt is the successor of m. 
(3.5) 
Lemma 3.1. (1) f” w f Vf E F4, u E Aut U,,. 
(2) F, is the characteristical subgroup of U,. 
Proof. Let f E F4 and m one of the maximal monomials off. So far as the members of 
chain (3.5) are characteristical subgroups then f,f” E Q,,,+ and f GQ,,,, Vrnl : ml Cm+. 
Therefore, f” - rn.2O follows from Fs = l_l, Qm. q 
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Corollary 3.2. Let u E Aut U,, acts trivially on A,; then for all f E F4 we have 
(f)” =_f +fi, 
where f, <<f, f~ E F4. 
Proof. Since u acts identically on A,,-, then it induces K+-automorphism on Fq. To 
take in account that u acts trivially on An4, by Corollary 2.6, 0” = f +fi, degx,,, ji < 
deg,,,, f Vi, j. On the other hand, from Lemma 3.1 it follows that (f )” w f; hence 
fi+lf. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Each u E Aut U,, admits decomposition u = t . ~1, where t E T,, and u1 is 
such automorphism that, for any i = 1,2,. . . , q, endomorphism u17ci acts identically 
on A,,,. 
Proof. As follows from Lemma 3.1, for any k = 1,2,. . . ,q, unk induces automorphisms 
on subgroup U(n 1, . . . , nk) and its center A,,. Each K-endomorphism of A,, is induced 
by some element of tk E GL,,. Let t = (tl, t2,. . . , tq) E T,. Clearly that ~1 = t-’ . u satis- 
fies the conditions of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Each u E Aut U,, admits decomposition u = t. u2 . i, where t E T,, 242 is an 
automorphism, which acts identically on A,. 
Proof. Let ut be an automorphism from the previous lemma; then 11712 induces auto- 
morphism on U(nl,nz)=U(nl).Fz, U(nl)=A,,. Since, F2 is the characteristical sub- 
group of U(nl,nz) the subgroup U(nl)U’Z = {acp, 1 a E U(nl), cp= E F2) is a complement 
to base in standard Cartesian wreath product A,,, wr A,,. As is well known, all com- 
plements to base in standard wreath products are conjugate to active factor i.e. there 
is a function f : A,,, HA,,~ such that f (x + a) - f(x) = q,(x) Va E A,,, . Since ut is 
regular, then (~~(0) as a collection of free coefficients is a vector polynomial from 
a==(a,,az )...) a,,,). Put here x=0. We obtain that f (a)=f (0) + q,(O) is a vector 
polynomial also and U(nIy and U(n,) are conjugate in U(nl,nz). 
If il is a correspondent interior automorphism, then u1 . il’ .7c2 acts identically on 
A,, $ A,,. One can repeat this arguments for standard wreath product (A,, $ A,,)wrA,, 
and construct interior automorphism i2, such that ~1 . ir’ . i;’ . x3 acts identically on 
A,, @A,, @A,,. This procedure can be proceeded until the automorphism ~42 = ut . i:’ 
. ..l .y’ is constructed. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Let u E Aut U,, act identically on elements of A,,. Then u = u3i, where 
243 such that u37t acts trivially on U,- and i is an interior automorphism which is 
induced by element from A,--. 
Proof. It is provided by induction by q. For q = 2 we have lJ,- = A,, , therefore, u = 243. 
Suppose that the assertion holds for LJ- . Then, there exists an interior automorphism 
i such that u = u’i, where u’7+2 is identical. Speaking otherwise, (b, 0,O)” = (b, ft,, gb). 
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Here we use representation of elements in the form of (3.3). Let us show that f,, E 0 Vb. 
Really, element Zf = (0,. . .,O,X~-~,~,O,. . ., 0) E Fq is permutable with (b,O,O). Its 
. / 
s 
image, by Corollary 3.2, has the form (Z,k)“’ = 1: + c, c E An4 and permutable with 
(b, f b, gb)vk if and only if f b = 0. Thus, u’xq_ 1 acts identically on U,-. To study action 
of U’ on subgroups F&t, Fq, let us consider subgroups Fq_1[xq_2] c F&-l, Fq[xq__2] c Fq, 
of polynomials that depends on x4-2 only. Since the automorphisms u’x~___I IF,_, , ~‘14 
are permutable with translations, then by taking into account Remark 2.2, pointed 
subgroups are invariant under their action. Let us denote the correspondent induced 
automorphisms by /3t, /32. As follows from Section 2, two matrices of +I, nq di- 
mensions, over ring A,+,, determine theirs. Let us show that they are scalar and 
their diagonal elements coincide. Put here 1; = (0 ,..., O,+~,J,O ,..., 0) EF~. For i#j 
\ / 
and mi = (0, . . . , 0, x&.~, 0,. . . , 0) E F&l, we have the corntmttator equality [m;, I:] = e. 
\ , 
By Corollary 3.2 fof both Fq-l, F,, we have (I/)pI = 1: + c, my-’ = mi + m’, where 
m’ << m,m’ = (h, , . . . , h,+, ) E F&I, hk = hk(+2), c a vector constant. Then the equal- 
ity [mr’,(Zi)U’]=e may hold, when hj-O Vj#i, only. Thus, h=(O ,..., O,hi,O .. . . 0) 
and matrix which corresponds to pt is diagonal. For j = i we have the element 
[mi,lf]= (O,...,O,X,k_2,0,...,0) EFq, 
which does not depend on i. After the action of u’, we get the equality 
[mi, Zi]” = [mi + m’, Zf + C] = (0,. . . ,O, ~,k_2 + hi, 0.. . ,O) E Fq. 
s 
Since, the left-hand side does not depend on i, then hi = h does not depend either on 
i or on s. The assertion about /?I, /?2 follows from this remark. 
Let us consider elements R = (Xq_2,iXq_r, 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0) E Fq, [k = (~qk_~, 0,. . . , 0) E F&l. 
Since, /3t is a diagonal automorphism, an action of U’X has the form 
5:” = (~qk_~ + &, 0,. . . ,O) where 40 = 0. 
By Corollary 3.2, we have hut= h + cxq_l,~ +clXq_3.i +~2, where c, cl, c2 are vector 
constants. 
One can act by U’ on the equality [&, h] = (xt'k, 0,. . . , 0) E 4. After comparing first 
coordinates of the obtained vectors we get 
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where ci,i is the i-coordinate of vector cl. Here, we have used that scalar matrices of 
pi,pl contain the same diagonal element from ,4zq_*, which is determined by infinite 
series of polynomials x$_~ i- &(+z). Put k = 0. We have obtained &I, =cl.i and get 
a recurrent formula for calculating &(+2): 
~k+l,(Xq-Z)=Xq-Z.i~k(~q-2) + 4I,($-2 + +k(Xq-2)). (3.6) 
By induction on k one can deduce the formula 
$k(Xq-2) = (-52 + C* y - xgk_*. (3.7) 
Really, for k = 0, we have the base of induction 4s = 0 . Suppose that (3.7) holds for 
k and prove it for k + li ‘di. By substituting (3.7) into (3.6) one can get 
4k+&-2) =$_2((+2 + Cl>k - g-21 + 4&f_, + (x,-z + Cl jk - $2). 
From this. it follows that 
k+l 
$k+l, (q-2 > = Gq-2 + Cl )k+‘l - $-2j 
and formula (3.7) has been proven. This implies that action of ,& reduces to translation 
on vector c. Let il be the interior automorphism of U,, which is induced by c E A,,+. 
We get the automorphism u3 = u'i- I, which makes trivial action on Fq_i [x,-J and 
A,. Let us consider matrix elements of restriction of 24 on F,_,. Since, u3 acts 
identically on U,-. these elements are K[xi, . . . , x,-2]+-endomorphisms. As follows 
from Lemma 2.8, they have unique extensions to K[xi,. . . ,x,_#-endomorphisms of 
K[Xl,... ,xq-z,xq-i]. Therefore, 247~ acts identically on Fq_,. Since ii are induced by 
element from the center of U,--, then t43rt acts identically on U,--. For this reason 
~371 acts trivially on the whole IV,,-. U 
Let us consider next subgroups of Aut U,,: !2 is the subgroup of automorphisms, 
which acts identically on U,,- ; r the subgroup of automorphisms, which induces identi- 
cal automorphisms on base Fq and factor group Un)Fq; Q -x D and ri <r are subgroups 
of automorphisms, which act identically on A,. It is easy to prove that r = rt x I&, 
where 14 <I subgroups of interior automorphisms, which are induced by elements 
of Fq. 
Lemma 3.4. Let ug be the automorphism from Lemma 3.5; then 1.4 = w y, w E 
Q1 > 1’ E r1. 
Proof. Let ,8 be the automorphism of Fq, which is induced by us. Since fl is K[q, . . , 
x,-2]+-automorphism, then mappings b +-+ bVb E U,,- , f H f fi, may be extended to au- 
tomorphism w of group U,,. Clearly o E Q and w-’ . u3 E rt. q 
Lemma 3.7. s12 G&( A+, ). 
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Proof. Let B E Sz induce K+-automorphism j on subgroup Fq[xq_t]. As was pointed 
in Section 2, all such automorphisms form the subgroup, which is isomorphic to 
GLs(/I,,_,). As follows from Lemma 2.8, each K+-endomorphism of Fq[xq_t] has 
unique extension to K[xt, . . . , x,-2]+-automorphism j of Fq. Therefore, the correspon- 
dence p H p is an isomorphism. 0 
Now, we should investigate the structure of rt. Let Ui- be the fixator of (0,. . . ,O) 
CA”_. Elements of the fixator have zero free coefficients of polynomials in represen- 
tation (3.1). Therefore, we can consider Ui_ as infinite-dimension algebraic group and 
its regular homomorphisms toAnq. The additive group of all such homomorphisms will 
be denoted by RHom(Ut_,Anq). 
Lemma 3.8. rl 2 RHom( U,f_ ,Anq ). 
Proof. If y E rt, then UL_ is complement to 4 in semidirect product U,- . I$ Let 
us consider U,- as the active factor of wreath product W = (U,,- ,A"- )wrK+ (active 
factor is left) whose base is denoted by P. Clearly Fq <P and Ui_ is the complement 
to the base in wreath product. 
Let us recall the structure of complements to base in wreath products, which was 
pointed out in [3]. To construct he complement, we must choose a point from A”- and 
system of representatives of cosets on fixator of choosing point. It is natural to choose 
point (0, . . . , 0), and elements of abelian subgroup A,- as a system of representatives of 
cosets U,- jU,,- . Each complement to base {b&,, 1 b E U,- , ~$6 E F} in wreath product 
(U,- ,A"- )wrA+ is constructed by homomorphism 8 : U,f_ H Anq, 
b: = (~bo(O), (3.8) 
Vbo E Us_ and function ((a) = qa(0), a E A,-, uniquely. In more details, such homo- 
morphism and function 5 uniquely determine the system of functions &, E E, b E U,,-, 
which satisfies the identity for cross-homomorphisms: 
4;: + 6bz =$b, .b2. (3.9) 
As was proved in [3], complements with the same homomorphisms i conjugate in 
wreath product. The complements for which (Pi = 0 (equivalent condition &a) = 0) 
are called reducing. Each complement conjugates in wreath product to some reducing 
complement. Moreover, mapping 
bHk%, f +-+f, (3.10) 
where f EF:, is determined by the automorphism of wreath product. If the correspon- 
dent complement is reducing, then automorphism acts trivially on A,,. The group of all 
such automotphisms i isomorphic to Hom( U& ,A,y), which is just first cohomology 
group of p as KU,--module. 
Since, y acts identically on A,, then U$ is a reducing complement to base. Our 
purpose is to show that regular homomorphisms and only they correspond to reducing 
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complements which belong to U,,. So that correspondent automorphisms (3.10) form 
the subgroup ri. Indeed, if 0 is a regular automorphism, then the collection of free 
members &b(O) must be a polynomial function from coordinates of b E U,. To take 
into account (3.8) we deduce that 8 is regular also. 
Suppose that 0 is regular. Let b be an arbitrary element from U,-. It can be decom- 
posed into product b = a. ba, where a E A,- -element, which coordinates coincide with 
free coefficients of element b in representation (3.1) and bo E U,” doesnot contain free 
coefficients, others coincide with coefficients of b. 
Then, for reducing complement, from (3.9), one can deduce, &JO) = &.bo(0) = &(O) 
+ &(O) = (bo)‘. Therefore, free coefficients of vector polynomials #b are polynomials 
from coefficients of b. One can put in (3.9): bl = b, 62 = a E A,- and get: 4b(a)= c#Q.~(O). 
As has been proven, free coefficients &,.a(O) are polynomial functions from coefficients 
of b. a. On the other hand, clearly coefficients of element ba are polynomial functions 
from coordinates a. Thus, 4h(a) is a polynomial from coordinates of a and the corre- 
spondent complement belongs to U,,. 0 
Lemma 3.9. For q > 1 
RHom(U,O,K+) gK+DO. 
Proof. By induction on q. For q = 2 we have U,” = Fi Z K+ $. . . $ Kf and Lemma 0.1 
implies the base of induction. Suppose that lemma has been proven for U,-. To take 
into account factorization (3.2), we can decompose each regular homomorphism 8 : 
U,f H Kf in such a manner that 0= Oi +v, where 8i E RHom(Ui_, Kf), v E RHom(Fqo, 
Kf ). Clearly, Ker v contains the mutual cornmutant M = [U,“-, Fi] c Fi. Define the 
subgroup P = {v E RHom(F,, Kf ) 1 Ker v 2 M}. On the other hand, each pair (0, v) E 
RHom (Ui-,K+) $ P determines the homomorphism Qi + v of U,“. By induction as- 
sumption, we have 
RHom(Ui,K’)= RHom(U$,K’) @ PZ K+” @ RHom(F,O/M,K+). 
It remains to show that the last item is isomorphic K+m also. For this purpose, we 
are going to describe the structure of pointed mutual cornmutant. It is generated by the 
vector-function with coordinates of the kind f(x + c) - f(x), where f(0) = 0, c E U,"- . 
Clearly, such polynomials belong to the ideal 
Z={h(x ,,..., x,_,)lh(O ,..., O,X~_&O}},ZCK[X I,..., +,I. 
Actually, this condition is sufficient. Let us show it by induction on deg+, of vector 
polynomials. 
Basis of induction: Let j = (xq-,, i, 0,. . . ,O) E Fi, c = (C(XI, . . . , q-2), 0,. . . ,O) E Z, 
where c(xi, . . . , q-2) is the arbitrary polynomial (~(0,. . . , 0) = 0), deg,_l (c) = 0. Then 
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for commutator Lf, c], we have 
If,c]=fe-f=(c,O )...) 0)EM 
It can be done for all other coordinates, therefore, the basis has been proven. 
Suppose that each element g E Fi which coordinates belong to I and have degree 
on .+I less then m is an element of the mutual commutant. Let g = (g, 0,. . . ,O) E Fi, 
where polynomial g E I of kind g = a,,,(~~, . . . ,xg-2)-x~_‘_l+glr where a,,,(O)=O,Iml= 
m, deg+ ] gl<m. Ifwe putf=((mi +l)-‘x~~~‘,O ,..., O),c=(a,,,,O ,..., O)EF~‘,, we 
get If, c] =f’-f = (a, .xT_,, 0,. . . ,O) + (f,, 0,. . . ,O) E [Go, U,“-] where fi E I and 
degXq_,fl -C m. By induction assumption (fi, 0,. . . ,0) E [Fi, Vi_]. So that we get that 
(W+,,O,..., 0) belongs to the mutual commutant. Since, each polynomial from I 
can be represented as sum of polynomials of kind a,,,(~,, . . . ,xq-2) ._$‘_,(u,(O) = 0) 
and all coordinates of vector polynomials are equal in their right to the first, then our 
proposition has been proven. 0 
Theorem 3.10. Aut U, E (G&(K) x .. . x GL,4(K)).(E+M,s(njjy_, )).K+” .I, where 
I is a subgroup of interior uutomorphisms, i~&(/l~,_,) is the total matrix ring, E is 
the matrix unit, 
Proof. Let u E Aut U,. As follows from Lemmas 3.3-3.4 u = t e 243 . i, where t E T,, i is 
the interior automorphism, ~3 an automorphism such that ~371: acts identically on U,-. 
According to, the Lemma 3.6, us = 0. y, co E 52,) y E r,. Thus, we have u = t . co . y . i. 
Lemmas 3.7 and 2.4 gave us decomposition for $2, where G&(K) should be consid- 
ered as subgroup of T,. Clearly, RHom( Uj_ , A,,) is the direct sum of n4 copies of 
RHO-~_, K+). Then, Lemma 3.9, where n is replaced with n- leads to isomorphism 
r,rKfo3. 0 
Remark that this factorization of Aut U, is close to semidirect. There is a nonempty 
intersection Szi fl I E A,_, , which consists of translations of vector polynomials along 
variable x,,_ , on elements of Any_, , According to Corollary 2.5, one can proceed 
decomposition and make it semidirect. In particular, for group U,, of usual unitriangular 
translations (1.3) we have 
Corollary 3.11. There is the semidirect factorization 
AutU,,“T,,-K+“O.p.I, 
where T,, = K* x . x K* is a standard torus 
Proof. As follows from Corollary 2.5 and Lemma 2.7 there is semidirect decomposition 
Kfm” E + A: = K+ @ (E + (LI~)~). Clearly, the second factor is isomorphic to K+O” 
also. The first factor consists of interior automorphisms (translations) and should be 
removed to subgroup I. 0 
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Now, we give an action of automorphisms on elements b E U,- and f E 4. 
1. T,: 
b H b’- , f HCq.f(C& Y..., c,--‘,+l,, 
where t- = ( C1 ,..., C,-I)ET,-,t=(t-,Cq)~Tn,C+GL,,(K). 
2. Q, : 
b H b, f ++f +fY 
where /30 is determined by matrix from Mnq(j1z4_, ). Matrix elements acts on polyno- 
mials in such a manner that 
c Gn(x1,... +2)x;-, H Ca, (x,, 
m m 
. ..+2> ($(:)x;+) , 
Here (i,,,) E Kw is arbitrary sequence, with & = 0. 
3. r, : 
where (P&l,... ,+I)= [b(x + z) - b(z)]“. Here, the regular homomorphism 0: 
U$ H A, acts on element b, in square brackets, each coordinate of which has the 
form b;(x,,..., +1)=4(x1 +zi ,..., xq_l ++I)-hi(ZI ,...) Zq_l), where bi are co- 
ordinates of element b in the form of (3.1). Since b:(O) = 0, then b, E V_ for all 
Zl,..., zq-1. 
4. Automorphisms of B,, 
Lemma 4.1. Each regular uutomorphism of B, keeps subgroup U,. 
Proof. Let u E Aut B, and x the canonical homomorphism B, H Tn. Clearly, ( Un)UX is 
invariant subgroup in T,,. The projection of this subgroup on any factor of Cartesian 
product T. is some normal subgroup in GL,. As is well known, there are two possi- 
bilities for normal subgroup N of general linear group over field zero characteristic: 
1. SL,, c N; 2. N consist of scalar matrices. The first case is impossible, because U, 
is a solvable group. In the second case, the kernel of homomorphism un contains the 
cornmutant of U,, which coincides with subgroup F2 . F3 . . . . . Fq. Therefore, we get 
homomorphism of translation group A,, to K*. Clearly, it cannot be a polynomial 
function. Cl 
Thus, each automorphism u of B, induces automorphisms cx of T,, and B of U, in 
such a manner that 
u:tHtU.gta, g H g? (4.1) 
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Vt E T,Vg E U,,. These automorphisms are strongly connected. Let us consider an ele- 
ments of T, as elements of group Aut U,. 
Lemma 4.2. The identity holds 
p-‘.t.fi=t”.itg (4.2) 
Vt E T,,, where itb be internal automorphism of U, induced by element gfx E U,,. 
Proof. It follows directly from the identity ((9)‘)” = (g’)‘” and (4.1). 17 
In other words, Condition (4.2) means that /I belongs to the normalizer &l u,,( T, . Z), 
where Z is the subgroup of interior automorphisms of U,,. 
Theorem 4.3. Every regular automorphism of B, is an interior one. 
Proof. Let u E A&B,, induce automorphisms /Ii, al on U,, and T,, correspondingly. 
Theorem 3.10 gave us the next decomposition Br = tl oyi, where t E T,, CO E SL?l, y E F,, 
i E Z. As follows from Lemma 4.2, /3r EN ~~~ u,,( T,, . I). Clearly, p = oy belongs to nor- 
malizer also. We are going to show that /I is an interior automorphism of Cl,,. From 
(4.2) one can get 
(4.3) 
Qg E U,,, t E T,,. Choose here g from U,-. Since fir+, acts identically on U,-, then 
we have 
Vt E T,,, g E U,,. By taking into account, that kernel of action by conjugation B,- on 
U,- coincides with center Z(U,-) =A,,_,, one can obtain congruence in B,: 
t= t”gf’ (modAng_, . T,,, .Z$), 
where T,,,F, is a kernel of natural homomorphism Tz : B, H B,- . It leads to the conclu- 
sions that 0:. ii acts identically on T,-; gta E A,,_1 . F,. 
Therefore, gfu = zt .ft;t”=t.zt, whereztEAnq_,,frEFq,ZIE T+,VtET,. 
Let us choose in (4.3) g from A,q. Since, p acts identically on g, then we obtain 
g’=gtrr ‘dtET,,gEAnq. It implies that rf = Id Vt. Choose now an arbitrary element 
c E A,-. For element g = c formula (4.3) has the form of kind c1 = c’ft. Projection of 
this equality on Fq leads to identity ft(x) - ft(n + c) = 0 Vc. Hence, ft E A, is the 
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vector constant for all t E T,,. Thus, (4.3) is simplified to 
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/T’t/3=t.ir, 
where it is induced by 
the following form: 
t H t .z1(t) .21(t), 
(4.4) 
some element of A,_, . Action of u on T, can be described in 
where zl(t)EAnq-,rz2tt)EA,y. 
Let us consider action of p on Fq. We are going to prove that this action is a 
translation (3.1) on some vector-constant from A,,_, . We will do it by induction by 
degree off E Fq. The action /3 on vector constants is trivial. Let us consider action on 
elements hj,j = (0,. . .,0,x,-i,;, 0,. . . ,O) E Fq. For this elements we have 
(4.5) 
As follows from Section 2, /3 = E + M, where M = ((&,,)(kY’)) is a matrix over At,_, . 
One can put in the previous equality t =(E,. . ., E,D(p),E), where D(p) is a scalar 
matrix p E K*, and get 
Here we have coordinate multiplication on p, li,j = (A$:“‘, . . . , I\:““). Our purpose is 
to show that this vector does not depend on j. Let us consider 
h$ = (hi,i + Z&j)’ = phi,i + Zi,j. 
It is evident that action by zt on the right-hand side can change j-coordinate of the 
element only. Since, we get n(,!j) = 0 Vk # j 
Let us consider j-coordinates of elements hi? h$, which equal ~x,_i,~ + &, 
~x,_r,~ + Ai,, corresponding, here A;, = ,?y’. L et us denote i-coordinate of z1 (t) as 
z~(,u). Then after action on h$’ by zl(t), from (4.1) we get the next equality of 
j-coordinates: ,u~_I,~ + &, = &~~__i,~ + Z’(U)) + A{,. It implies 
A;, =z’(p)P. 
P-1 
It is clear that the right-hand side does not depend on j, therefore, for A{, we have the 
same. Thus, Zi,j = Zi 
Let us consider the interior automorphism il of U,,, which is induced by element 
Ii EA+,. It is clear that automorphism j = pi:’ (U = u . i;’ ) acts identically on all 
elements /z,~ and all vector polynomials of degree less or equal to one from_Fq. Then, 
by definition, U: t H tzi(t)zz(t) (zi =li + ~1). Let us show that restriction /? 14 is an 
identical automorphism. 
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Suppose that it acts identically on f E Fq : degf < m. For its matrix elements 
we have that Am! = 0 Vm’ : 0 < 1 m’ 1 cm. Consider its action on elements hi” = 
(0 ,..., O,&,O ,..., 0) E F,( Irnl = m). Similarly, one can get 
(hi”)@ = /P(hjm + I,), (hjm)Br = p”hJ!’ + l,, 
where l,,,= (0 ,..., 0,&O ,... , 0) . For m > 1, each translation 
-- 
of hi” on element from 
i 
A ns_, leads to appearance of an intermediate degree more than one and less than m in 
j-coordinate of (hJf’)fll. S ince these degrees are absent in (hy )‘*, then we get I, = 0 Vm. 
Thus, the action of j on Fq is trivial, so that j E rr. Therefore, (4.4) is transformed to 
j-*tj=t. (4.6) 
For the action on T, we get 
u : t ++ tzz(t) vt. 
Let us consider the action of j on U,-. Since fl E rt this action has the form of kind 
9HWg \Jge ull-. 
The next identity follows from (4.5) 
h7)’ = (Pg’, 
Vgc U,-,tE T,,. Put 
it acts identically on 
(cpg) . P = (PS? 
here t* = t*(p) = (E,E,. . . , E,D(~))E Tn,, for some p# 1. Since 
elements U,-, then we have a functional equality 
which leads to the conclusions that (ps(x) G 0 and a = e. Let us consider an action 
of U on T, : t H tzz(t) ‘dt. Let i be the interior automorphism which is induced by 
element c = -z~(t*)/(p - 1) of A+, which is center of U,,. Direct verification shows 
that (t*)‘” = t*. Let tii = tz(t), where z(t) E An4 Vt E T,, moreover, z(t*) = 0. There is 
a following identity for vector functions 
z(t1 t2) = t2e . z(t1) + z(t2), 
Vtl, t2, where E is the projection of T,, on Tn, and ’ . ’ is the usual product of a matrix on 
a vector. If one puts in this identity tl = t*, t2 = t and tl = t, t2 = t*, we get z(t*t) = z(t) 
and z(tt*) =D(p). z(t), correspondingly. Since, t* is an element of the center T,, then 
left-hand side of equalities coincide. Thus, z(t) =D(p) . z(t) Vt E Tn. This implies that 
z(t) = 0 Vt E Tn. Hence, 12. i is an identical automorphism of B, and theorem has been 
proven. 0 
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